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USB POWER DELIVERY COMPLIANCE TESTING 
WITH ROHDE & SCHWARZ OSCILLOSCOPES
One of the key advantages of USB power delivery (USB PD) supported by USB Type-C™ connectors is the 
capability to transmit power up to 100 W. Using low speed signaling, the devices negotiate a USB PD profile. 
Suppliers of USB Type-C components and device vendors utilizing the USB PD standard need to ensure 
interoperability in terms of protocol handshake and signal integrity.

Your task
Confirm appropriate power negotiation between two 
USB Type-C interfaces with the USB power deliver compli-
ance test. Apart from the PHY layer compliance, protocol 
compliance for all types of system topologies also needs 
to be tested.

Background
USB power delivery
The USB Implementers Forum (USB-IF) enhanced USB 2.0 
and USB 3.1 with the USB power delivery specification. 
This specification enables flexible power delivery up to 
100 W (up to 20 V and 5 A). USB power delivery works 
most effectively with USB-IF defined USB Type-C con-
nectors and cabling that are certified up to USB 3.1 Gen 2 
data rates (10 Gbps). The new design supports reverse 
plug orientation for easy connection. The 24-pin double-

sided USB Type-C connector includes high-speed data 
transmission lanes and an enhanced power delivery inter-
face. USB hosts, devices and accessories negotiate power 
delivery capabilities via the USB PD communications pro-
tocol that is executed on the newly introduced configura-
tion channel (CC). This handshake confirms the provider-
consumer relationship and verifies the maximum possible 
power profile. The diagram below explains the different 
USB PD topologies supported for power providers, power 
consumers or dual role devices.

USB Type-C interfaces provide the power via four power sup-
ply pin pairs (Vbus). USB-IF has defined five different USB PD 
profiles for the industry to work with.

Full-featured USB Type-C cables and adapters are electroni-
cally marked (e-mark) and contain an ID function chip that is 
accessible via the CC interface. The test of the  e-mark func-
tionality is part of the USB power delivery compliance test 
specification (CTS).

USB power deliver topologies
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BMC PHY integrity
The USB PD protocol on the CC communications interface 
uses biphase mark code (BMC) encoding to exchange the 
power profiles between two USB Type-C interfaces. 

To ensure interoperability between USB components and 
devices, and to avoid any damage due to overvoltage and 
current, it is important that the BMC signal be communi-
cated as specified in the standard. BMC PHY signaling is 
therefore tested with compliance masks. The modulated 
signal sequences of logic “one” and “zero” are evaluated 
separately in the two different mask profiles shown at the 
end of this page.

Rohde & Schwarz solution
USB PD compliance testing confirms an appropriate pow-
er negotiation on the CC link of USB Type-C interfaces at 
frequencies of 270 kbps to 330 kbps and verifies the quali-
ty of the supplied power on the Vbus pins. The key selection 
parameters for an oscilloscope as the main signal acquisi-
tion tool for USB PD compliance testing are high measure-
ment dynamic range, fast acquisition and processing, as 
well as a native 1 MΩ input for the current probes. 

Rohde & Schwarz offers, in collaboration with the industry 
partner Granite River Labs (GRL), a compliance test solu-
tion using the R&S®RTE or the R&S®RTO oscilloscope. The 
GRL-USB-PD analysis software from GRL controls the test 
equipment and performs the electrical and protocol tests.

Test setup
The test setup depends on the role of the DUT. In all cas-
es the R&S®RTE or R&S®RTO oscilloscope acquires the 
USB PD waveforms for compliance analysis and proto-
col verification. For measuring the voltage (Vbus) and the 
current (IL) on the Vbus supply, a passive voltage probe 
and a current probe are required. Another voltage probe 
connects to the CC communications link. The test of 
USB Type-C cables and adapters focuses on the validation 
of the e-mark code on the CC signal link.

USB power delivery profiles

USB connection with focus on power  delivery  negotiation USB PD BMC signal scheme and compliance mask for “one” 
(left) and “zero” (right)
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GRL-USB-PD compliance test tool
GRL developed GRL-USB-PD, the USB PD compliance test 
software, based on the USB Type-C CTS. The tool uses the 
acquired waveforms to generate eye diagrams for compli-
ance mask testing and performs measurements for electri-
cal parametric testing. It also decodes the BMC signaling 
for protocol testing. For USB Type-C cables and adapters, 
the GRL-USB-PD tool supports USB Type-C e-mark com-
pliance tests. In combination with the GRL USB Type-C 
test controller, the GRL-USB-PD software provides a com-
plete automated compliance test solution. At the end of 
the tests, the software generates a comprehensive test 
report.

Test setups

GRL-USB-PD  testing USB PD BMC eye diagram (source: GRL)

The GRL-USB-PD software covers the following tests:
 ► Electrical physical layer compliance (BMC-PHY)

 – Eye diagram
 – Timing measurements (e.g. bit rate, rise time)
 – CRC check

 ► USB PD protocol compliance and decode (BMC-PROT)
 – CC line packet decode
 – VDM decode for USB Type-C cables and adapters

 ► Power source/sink tests (BMC-POW)

USB Type-C test controller 
GRL developed USB Type-C test controller hardware 
( GRL-USB-PD-C1). It has built-in USB PD controller func-
tionality, a power supply for testing consumers and pro-
vides connectivity to the DUT and the remaining test 
equipment. The controller configures the DUT to send out 
appropriate USB PD responses for compliance testing.

E-load 
A different load has to be applied for each tested power 
profile to ensure that the USB PD provider supplies suf-
ficient power. Electronic loads from Chroma Systems 
 Solutions, for example, are able to simulate different 
 power scenarios.

GRL USB Type-C test 

 controller (source: GRL)

Additional USB test capabilities with the R&S®RTE and 
R&S®RTO oscilloscopes
USB 2.0 compliance testing
Equipped with the R&S®RTO-K21 USB 2.0 compliance test 
option, and together with the R&S®RT-ZF1 USB compli-
ance test fixture, the R&S®RTO can be used for compliance 
testing of USB 2.0/1.1/1.0 and HSIC interfaces. Based 
on the R&S®ScopeSuite, compliance testing is fully auto-
mated and offers full flexibility for debugging, testing and 
compliance certification. 

USB 2.0 triggering and decoding
The R&S®RTE-K60/RTO-K60 option for the  R&S®RTE/RTO  
supports protocol decoding and triggering for 
USB 2.0/1.1/1.0 and HSIC. Fast processing, flexible display 
of the decoding data as well as the comprehensive set of 
trigger events make this option an essential tool for debug-
ging embedded designs that have USB interfaces.
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R&S®RTO-K21 USB compliance test software R&S®RTE/RTO-K60 USB triggering and decoding

Ordering information
Designation Type Order No.
USB Type-C™ power delivery compliance test
Oscilloscope, 350 MHz, 5 Gsample/s, 10/40 Msample, 4 channels R&S®RTE1034 1326.2000.34

Oscilloscope, 600 MHz, 10 Gsample/s, 50/200 Msample, 4 channels R&S®RTO2004 1329.7002.04

100 MHz current probe, AC/DC, 0.1 V/A, 30 A (RMS) or equivalent R&S®RT-ZC20B 1409.8233.02

USB power delivery compliance test software GRL-USB-PD please contact GRL (graniteriverlabs.com)

USB Type-C™ test controller GRL-USB-PD-C1 please contact GRL (graniteriverlabs.com)

Programmable electronic load, 5 A e.g. Chroma 6312 please contact Chroma (www.chromaate.com)

USB triggering and decoding
USB 1.0/1.1/2.0/HSIC serial triggering and decoding R&S®RTE-K60 1317.4103.02

USB 1.0/1.1/2.0/HSIC serial triggering and decoding R&S®RTO-K60 1329.7560.02

USB compliance test
USB 1.0/1.1/2.0/HSIC compliance test software R&S®RTO-K21 1329.7454.02

USB 1.0/1.1/2.0/HSIC test fixture set R&S®RT-ZF1 1317.3420.02

USB Type-C™ and USB-C™ are trademarks of USB Implementers Forum and are only intended for use with products based on and compliant with the USB Type-C™ cable 
and connector specification.
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